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friday, december 14
6:00-8:00pm

musuem of contemporary art
1485 delgany st, denver co
80202

to celebrate the release of 
“theirs, yours, & mine”

[pov]

adil
albany
bella
brooklyn
carson
clarise
eden
gina
julia
jonah
lily
mike
niko
nia
will

MCA Denver’s Point of View (POV) is a remix of the teen 
leadership program formerly known as Ambassadors. 
While in POV, teens in the Denver area spend a semester 
connecting with each other at MCA Denver through con-
temporary art and ideas. These connections at MCA 
Denver spark conversations, revelations, and inspire a 
collaborative zine. This fall the teens have titled this 
volume Theirs, Yours, & Mine to highlight the thread that 
runs though, not only their experience, but the human 
experience as a whole. To learn more about POV, 
Museum of Contemporary Art Denver’s teen programs, 
POV, or to read previous issues, visit mcadenver.org/teens.
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The Point Behind 
the View meet the teens 

behind the zine

questions asked
1. what do you find 
most beautiful?
2. if legality wasnʼt 
an issue, what crime
would you commit?

Julia

1. w
ords

2. graffiti in the
ʻburbs

1. life
2. rob a bank

1. dusk
2. real life
mario kart

1. to find beauty 
in things people ugly
2. go to Meow Wolf
on acid

Brooklyn

       1. driving in 
       the 
       mountains
 listening to John 
Denver on a sunny
 morning.
2. hack into a credit
system and snatch the
money because the 
wealth gap of the 
world is outrageous.

Lily

1. my mother
2. solicit to
 people
with “no 
soliciting”
signs

C
arson

1. puppies and
flowers
2. theft

M
ike

1. fractals
2. take dow

n a 
m

ajor
corporation

Niko

1. people beacause 
everyone is beautiful
2. steal the queenʼs 
crow

n

Bella

Jonah

1. art
2. break into 
MoMa

A
lbany

W
ill

Eden

1. uniqueness

Nia

1. com
m

unity
2. becom

e a vagabond 
in a freight train

Clarise

1. art
2. graffiti

Gina

1. ability of young
 m

inds to com
e

 together and
 change som

ething 
they believe is w

rong. 
2. insider trading 

Adil
Eden

1. dusk
2. real life 
mario kart
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Adil
Eden
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2. real life 
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1. my friends
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morning.

2. hack into a credit 
system and snatch the 
money because the 
wealth gap of the world 
is outrageous.
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&
then 

walking the hallways 
in the presence of pulsating color, 

midst cuss words, all-pervading stress,
i am

student of the boom-box, 
rebel with the bad voice: 

we fight for a voice
in times where hope is naive 

our sentences issuing tidal waves, 
the start

of a decade,
the thrum of ending 

fills our throats 
in those vibrating hallways

we are liberated by
what once was,

now 
i forget i am alive
with my heart on my sleeve, in my mouth, beneath my chest 
i wear the label student, 
held in the liminal guise of learner & person,
individual & case study
i am an individual in a room of individuals 
and i drown myself in the promises of a revolution: 
together we are hopeful. 
our actions issuing movements
the end
the thrum of beginning 
fills our lungs and ears
we are one, 
filled with the community of our youth
our actions shadowed with the memories of
what now is. 
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I always look for a window seat.

a spot in the back where I can lean against the glass, 

see the faces dribble in, dribble out

today: a woman balancing an armful of groceries that spill out of the battered paper bags.

her laugh-line creased face beames of lived-in, loved-in wisdom.

she smiles at me thourgh tired eyes before stepping out the door,

off to an apartment on a street Iʼve never been down.

slipping into the night, gone

from this bus and my life the same.

Our Unknown
Julia Trujillo

18  |  Julia

all that remains is blushing sky and my belly bubbling with champagne,

eager to devour our unknown.

bitter winds whip and whirl the knees bruised and hands held.

these form the very people we sit amongst in cafes and brush past on sidewalks.

I canʼt be brought down from that place.

up into the mountaintops where the world nestled below blurs into one.

here, rain makes the words of our diaries bleed.

puddles of ink and water read the same, after all.

I want, with a simmering desire, to feel all the worlds at once--

hers, theirs, yours and mine.

If I could climb high enough, maybe I could see them all.

beyond concrete and steel,

past the air where cigarette smoke wafts and gasoline fumes pool.
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she smiles at me thourgh tired eyes before stepping out the door,

off to an apartment on a street Iʼve never been down.

slipping into the night, gone

from this bus and my life the same.

Our Unknown
Julia Trujillo

all that remains is blushing sky and my belly bubbling with champagne,

eager to devour our unknown.

bitter winds whip and whirl the knees bruised and hands held.

these form the very people we sit amongst in cafes and brush past on sidewalks.

I canʼt be brought down from that place.

up into the mountaintops where the world nestled below blurs into one.

here, rain makes the words of our diaries bleed.

puddles of ink and water read the same, after all.

I want, with a simmering desire, to feel all the worlds at once--

hers, theirs, yours and mine.

If I could climb high enough, maybe I could see them all.

beyond concrete and steel,

past the air where cigarette smoke wafts and gasoline fumes pool.
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CONTEMPO

“I See What You Mean”

“All Together Now”

“Don’t Hide”

Located at the Colorado Convention Center;
by Lawrence Argent

Located at 1401 Curtis Street; by Robert Belhar

Located at 14th Street and Champa;
by Shantell Martin
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“Be a Good Person”

“Don’t Hide”

“Untitled”

“Power Lines”

“Big Sweep”

Located at 1212 Deleware Street;  
by Thomas Evans, Crispysz, Jovan the Unique and Kirileigh Jones

Located at 14th Street and Champa;
by Shantell Martin

Located at 1612 Wazee Street outside  
of NATIV Hotel;  
by Michael Ortiz and Jonathan Lamb

Located in 6851 West Colfax Avenue;
by Sonia Rae Lujan and Jordan Lyn

Located at the Denver Art Museum;
by Claes Oldenburg
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“Ballerina”

“PLUME NO. 6”

“Double Tetrahedralhypersphere No. 41”

“Alley Freshener”

“I Should be Crying but 
I Just Can’t Let it Show”

Located outside the parking garage at the  
Denver Center for Performing Arts;  
by Michael Cruz Located at 1250 Cherokee Street;

by Volkan Alkanoglu

Located at the 16th Street Mall between Champa 
and Stout Streets; by Staurt Semple

Located at Stout and California Streets;
by Carlos Frésquez
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“Untitled” “Public Bodies”

“Double Tetrahedralhypersphere No. 41”

“Untitled”

“I Should be Crying but 
I Just Can’t Let it Show”

Located at 1250 Cherokee Street;
by Volkan Alkanoglu

Located at the Kirkland Museum of  
Fine and Decorative Art;
by Bob Mangold

Located at the 16th Street Mall between 
Stout and California Street; by Frankie Toan

Located at 6851 West Colfax Avenue;  
by Suzy Savoy and Jacob Ott

Located at the  
Museum of  
Contemporary  
Art Denver;
by Tara Donovan

Located at the 16th Street Mall between Champa 
and Stout Streets; by Staurt Semple



“ To live is to be muscial, 
starting with the blood dancing 
in your veins. Everything livin 
 has a rhythm. Do you feel your  

music? - Michael Jackson

36  |  Bella



Dance (verb) :
The movement of  the body in 

a rhythmic way, for the purpose 
of expressing an idea or emotion,  

or simply taking delight in the  
movement itself. 
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